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The track I’m playing as I write this month’s column is “ELT” from Wilco’s 1999 release, Summerteeth. Enjoy.  

Let’s jump right in.  

There was no such thing as ADHD-PI (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder—Predominantly Inattentive) back in 
the Eighties. There was only ADD, and that was for the unruly kids who disrupted class and couldn’t make it past the 
word “flag” when the class recited the Pledge of Allegiance. Well, I have it. And I don’t mean that as an “I’m busy and 
have a lot going on” platitude, I mean a clinical psychiatrist and a MD put me through a battery test which resulted in 
the basic conclusion that I am, as my grandfather used to say, “eat up with it.” 

For those who know me, I imagine something along the lines of “C’mon Wes, you’ve never been hyper a day in your 
life!”  

Well, you’d be right. However…  

Doctor: Wes, you have a Ferrari brain, but it’s got Ford Pinto brakes. 

Me: Please tell me what that means. 

Doctor: Let’s try an exercise. Where did you get the ball cap you’re wearing?  

 (three seconds go by) 

Doctor: What are you thinking of at this very moment? 

Me: Newk’s horseradish sauce. 

Doctor: I cannot wait to hear how you got there.  

Me: I purchased the hat at Academy sports. Then I remembered the last time I was in there I had to buy 
sneakers for my son. I remembered he doesn’t like Nikes because his feet are wide like mine so we 
both usually get Adidas. Then I remembered the last time I had to buy sneakers was because I spilled 
BBQ sauce all over my old ones. Then I remembered how much my wife loves the Newk’s “Q,” and 
that made me think of my favorite sandwich there—the steak sandwich with extra...  horseradish 
sauce.  

Doctor: Ferrari brain, Pinto brakes.  

My junior high (translation for my Millennial readers: junior high is what you all call “middle school”) and senior high 
years were pretty frustrating academically. I had to work five times as hard to get the same marks my classmates 
got in a fraction of the time. Why can’t I pay attention? Why is this all so hard?! My aptitude tests all say I’m more 
than capable of academic success. How can my friends define studying as reading over something once or twice, 
when my definition of studying means white-knuckling the desk in my room for 2-3 hours?  

My uncle is a physician who specializes in pediatric ADHD. He’s dubbed the ones with my Dx his “silent sufferers.” 
“They’re my daydreamers,” he’s said. “Y’all are the ones in the back of the classroom who get distracted by the 
pretty girl or the guy just outside the window picking up trash.”  

Yep, that’s us. Unfortunately, back then we were also the ones who grew up hearing various teachers and counselors 
say “Wes is plenty smart, he’s just lazy.” Well, I’m sorry, I may be a lot of things but lazy is not one of them!  



Again, ADHD-PI didn’t exist then. Given what they knew then, what other conclusion could they have?  

I have to credit my uncle with this analogy as well:  Let’s say your brain is an office. In that office there is a desk, and 
behind it a very large filing cabinet. The desk represents your short-term memory. This is where information comes 
and goes, where decisions are made fairly quickly, and it’s also the where one decides what needs remembering. 
Behind that desk is a large filing cabinet. This is your long term memory and is where those important items are 
stored for later. For a regular person the desk is nice and big and you can put lots of things on it.  

So what, Wes? 

Well, for those with ADHD, the top of their desk is shaped like an egg.  

I’m a child of the Eighties, and Generation X had a soundtrack. New Wave, alternative, LA glam metal and ROCK. It’s 
when my obsession with the electric guitar began. Why was I drawn to it?  

Here are some obvious reasons: I thought I was going to be the next incarnation of my guitar hero at the time, Eddie 
Van Halen. Next, there’s been no other inanimate object before or since that, to me, is as visually striking as an 
electric guitar. Just holding one made you feel cool, and I was not cool. It didn’t matter how I was feeling. Happy, 
sad, joyful, angry, anxious frustrated, depressed or stressful, it absorbed that emotion and reciprocated with 
reassurance. If I couldn’t concentrate on my studies, I could play guitar for five minutes and it wiped the slate clean. 
Outside of my family, it is the only thing I’ve never lost interest in or questioned, and it is the only thing that took zero 
effort to give my undivided attention.  

Here are the real reasons: the guitar never told me I was “lazy.” When I did something poorly it didn’t give me a 
grade, and I could teach myself without actually having to learn to read music. I didn’t have the patience for it and 
sheet music looked just like math homework to me. All I needed a decent ear and a rewind button.  

There are two reasons why I made it past age 25: my parents and my guitar(s). My folks always had time for me and 
my brother, and they listened. They were quick to point out when I was giving excuses rather than a reasons but 
always explained the difference. Most importantly, neither of them ever hesitated re-acquainting their foot with my 
rear end. However, they never ran out of hugs and “we love you’s.”  

I’m sure there were times when learning the guitar drove my folks bananas. However, they knew if I was in my room 
pounding out those power chords they never had to worry about where I was.  

Neither did the neighbors. 

Moms and Dads, if your kiddo shows an interest offer them lessons. Kiddos, if mom or dad offers lessons, TAKE 
THEM. Lester Bangs is credited with saying “the only true currency in this bankrupt world is what you share when 
you’re uncool.” If you’re feeling like your uncool, playing an instrument will give you a pocket full of 24K gold.  

 

 


